GRADUATE FACULTY MEETING
October 1, 1990

MINUTES

The meeting was called to order by Dean Kraft 2:50 p.m.

1. The purpose of the meeting was to vote on the curriculum changes being proposed by the Graduate Committee. These changes had been presented and discussed at the September 14, 1990 Graduate Faculty Meeting.

2. Shown below are the items that were approved by the Graduate Faculty:

   Proposed new Marketing course:
   MAR 6 X X X - Research Methods and Design

   Reduce credits and contact hours from 4 to 3 for the following Marketing courses:
   MAR 6106      MAR 6506      MAR 7627      MAR 7628
   MAR 7622      MAR 6666      MAR 6786

   and reduce credits and contact hours from 5 to 3 for the following Marketing course:
   MAR 7588      MAR 7507      MAR 7625

   Justification: Contact hours are being reduced to allow more time for student research.

   Reduce credits from 4 to 3 for the following Economics courses:
   ECP 5606      ECO 5415      ECO 5424
   ECO 6116      ECO 6207      ECO 6216
   ECO 6217      ECO 6405      ECO 6407
   ECO 6426      ECO 6427      ECO 6435
   ECO 6516      ECO 6536      ECO 6705
   ECO 6706      ECO 6716      ECO 7128
   ECP 5624      ECP 6207      ECP 6208
   ECP 6405      ECP 6426      ECS 6015
   ECS 6025      GEB 5805

   Justification: Presently, the professor has the option of having the class meet for four hours with the fourth hour used for students discussion, student presentations, problem solving, and/or answering questions. Hence, three credits better reflects the amount of material covered. This would continue should the change be approved.
October 22, 1990

Reduce credits from 4 to 3 for the following DIS courses:

QMB 6607       QMB 6755       QMB 6808
QMB 6865       QMB 6827       QMB 6857

Justification: The proposed credit hours more accurately reflect the time required to cover the course content.

Change prerequisites for QMB 6358 as follows:

Delete CAP 5009 and MAN 5505 as prerequisites
List QMB 5200 as prerequisite

Justification: The proposed change more accurately reflects the prerequisites for this course.

The meeting was adjourned at 3:00 p.m.
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cc: Sharon Haughton
    Donna Johnson